
Circular T Light, 2020

Taking the shape of the universe to its logical conclusion, this emblematic lighting

collection is constructed exclusively of circles — from the form of its principle design

elements to the screws that secure them in place. Universal symbols of totality,

perfection and timelessness, the spheres also express the cyclical expansion and

contraction of the cosmos and the immutable center that anchors this infinite process. A

brass base forms the physical center of each design, weighting a vertical rod affixed

with an industrially CNC-routed spherical glass diffuser. Internally illuminated by a

custom LED circuit, each disc emits an ethereal glow.
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Circular T Light, 2020

Satin brass structure

Float glass diffuser

Product Specifications

36cm h x Ø 14cm | Base Ø 7cm

2m PVC cord

Weight: 2kg

Handcrafted in Italy

Technical Specifications

Input voltage: 110 / 240V

Output voltage: 18V - 700ma DC

Light Source: 9W LED Dimmable (2700k)

Brightness: 1500L

CRI: 90

Certification: all components CE, UL conform 
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Available finishes

Satin brass N02141705100000/U

Circular T Light, 2020

Satin brass structure

Float glass diffuser

Cleaning Instructions

Before cleaning, light fixtures must be turned off and unplugged from the mains 

electricity. Whilst cleaning please be extremely careful. Use a damp cloth or window 

cleaning product. Make sure the product is completely dry before switching the 

elctricity on. 

Please note brass is a soft material and must be handled with extra care. For 

aintenance, only use lint-free dust cloths and wear the white cotton gloves, provided, if 

handling it. To polish, use a good quality nonabrasive brasscleaner and extra soft dust 

cloths (lint-free). If in doubt contact your point of sale or sales@nitacollection.com.
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